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introduction

• Recently, There has been a lot of excitement
around the concept of the metaverse
• The metaverse is conceived to be like the
internet but with a virtual
reality (“embodied”) interface
– So Augmented reality too, maybe

• Much has been said about how this will
improve mmorpgs
• This talk will examine some of these
claims
• First, though, a little about who I am…

FFXIV

• Final fantasy XIV, square enix, 2014

• I currently have a /playtime of 101 days

SwL

• Secret world legends, funcom, 2017

• I had a /played of 45 days when i quit
– Plus 150 days on The Secret World…

Sw:tor

• Star wars: the old republic, bioware, 2011

• I played ~6h/day for 137 days in 2012
– 137 elapsed time, 33 days cpu time

World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:
•
245 days

everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999
•
0 days…

dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990

abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987

mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

• MUD didn’t come from anything
• This explains why this talk is being given
by an old man

“the”

• So, let’s begin by thinking about what will
form the basis of the metaverse
• There are a number of competing
platforms
– Roblox, fortnite, decentraland, sandbox, …
dozens more
– meta, microsoft, google, amazon, …

• The thing is, it’s the metaverse, not a
metaverse
– It would be like calling facebook “the internet”

• It turns out We’ve beEn here before…

1980s

• Back in the 1970s and 1980s, the online
world was dominated by 5 American
“service providers”
– Compuserve, prodigy, America online, delphi, genie

• They were waLled gardens
– They didn’t talk to each other or to anyone else

• When the internet was opened up for
commercial use in 1993, they thought it
wouldn’t take off
– They had aLl the users and alL the content

• They were wrong

one

• We don’t have five internets, we have one
internet
• It’s the same thing for the metaverse
• We won’t get a proprietary metaverse
unless the multinational tech companies
create it together (chinese included?)
– It would have to be an open standard, too

• A useful way to look at claims about the
metaverse is mentally to change the word
“metaverse” to “internet”
• If it makes no sense, be wary

utility

what will people do in the metaverse?
Most answers begin with “they can…”
That doesn’t answer the question!
What they can do isn’t the same as what
they will do
• In some respects, the metaverse is a
solution looking for a problem
• You can buy things, watch movies,
chat with friends and play games in
the metaverse – but do you nEed to?
• What does the metaverse deliver?
•
•
•
•

lots

• Just because It’s not obvious what the
metaverse will deliver, that doesn’t mean it
won’t be popular or unique
• the vr interface may give it critical mass
– Although it’s clunky at the moment,
especially with input
– People won’t wear 3D glasSes to play
mmos, so vr goggles are a hard sell

• It certainly has the potential for new
applications or improved old ones
– Enough to supersede the internet, though?

games

• this is where games come in
• Much of the technology for the metaverse
has already been developed for games
– Specifically, virtual worlds – mmorpgs

• Metaverse evangelists are looking for
ways to improve virtual worlds
• Gamers already understand all the
important concepts
• Integrating virtual worlds into the
metaverse would unlock its potential
and provide compelling initial content

designers

• Some game designers really like this
• The metaverse will bring standards
– common building blocks and functionality

• This ought to make creating games much
faster and less expensive
• Technologies developed for the metaverse
will indEed be very useful for games
– This is why I don’t disapprove of attempts to
create the metaverse

• It’s how metaverse advocates see this
affecting game design that’s problematic

interoperability

• Let’s start with interoperability
• Wouldn’t it be great if you were playing
the latest silent hill and suddenly saw a
pokÉmon you could capture?
– “players can create their own experiences!”

• It breaks the fiction and aesthetics
– It would be like watching a star trek
movie in which gandalf showed up

• If it’s opt-in only and players can decline
to group with people who do opt-in,
well I guess it’s harmless

transformation

• What about taking objects from one
game to another?
– Could you set charizard on pyramid head?

• To avoid spoiling the fiction, we can
transform objects’ look & feel
• assault rifles in survival games are
epic, but don’t fit in fantasy worlds
– so transform them into wands or bows?

• By having standard categories of
objects and local equivalences, can’t
movement between worlds work?

Yes and no

• It can, but it’s unacceptable to developers
• the 1992 intermud protocol tried it, but
failed because of trust issues
• anyone can make their own objects in
their own worlds
– This means that everyone has an assault
rifle equivalent

• Games completely lose balance this way
• Besides, What’s epic in one game may be
standard iSsue in another
– Assault rifles in war games aren’t epic

form

• even moving identical objects from one
game to another is problematic
• Their importance varies game-to-game
– Apples in a survival game
– Apples in a coOking game

• If you reaLly want to do it, go
through an intermediate form:
– convert the item into this intermediate form
– Convert from the intermediate form into
something in the target game

• We have a name for this form: money

destroyed

• Interoperability requires tracking
• If your epic item is destroyed in one
game, it should be destroyed in alL games
– Likewise if you seLl it

•
•
•
•

How to do that?
This is where non-fungible tokens come in
Nfts are stored on blockchains
If two games accept the same
blockchains, then the ownership and status
of objects can be verified
– Assuming they trust each other’s content

trust

• Hold on … if they do trust each other’s
content, why bother with nfts?
– You don’t need a distributed database,
just a shared one

• It’s especially weird when the nft only
works in one game
– It doesn’t trust itself?

• What does ownership of the nft actually
give you anyway?
– “the prison guards can’t confiscate my
wirecutters because I own the nft!”?

scarcity

• Nfts are popular among metaverse fans
• They introduce scarcity and therefore
value
– Basically, you can seLl them to suckers

• They have some isSues, though…
• First of all, dupe bugs
• In runescape, 2,000,000 extremely rare
purple party hats were duped in one day
– Rolling back a database – easy but painful
– Rolling back a distributed (blockchain)
database – forget it

inventory

• it’s also hard to keep track of
inventory in a blockchain database
• “tell me everything in this game that
this player owns”
– You have to go through aLl the objects in
the game seeing if the player owns them
– You can’t index by player

• As for real estate, ownership may
make sense in games but not in general
– Imagine the internet if there was a hard limit
on the number of web pages in existence

teleportation

• Real estate is valueless if you can
teleport
– it doesn’t maTter where it is

• If you can’t teleport, who’s going to
want to walk past 20 random buildings
to get where they want to go?
– It would be like a web site you could only
access by scrolling past 20 other web sites

• This is all weLl-understood (second life)
• Metaverse Land is in effectively infinite
supply, you just need a hosting service

ip

• Intellectual property is going to be a
meSs in the metaverse
– At least until law-makers sort it out

• If a team of aAa artists creates AaA art,
they’ll want royalties if you use it
– Or if someone visiting your game uses it

• They may wish to prohibit the use of
their art in competitors’ games
– Players may get Low-res looks for free

• It’s not just visual art, either
– it’s sounds, music, animation, functionality, …

creativity

• One of the big metaverse features that
fans push is creativity
– You can create content!
– You can seLl content!
– You can make a living off the metaverse!

• You can do the same off the apP store,
spotify, kindle store, etsy etc.
– But only people with luck or connections do

• 95% of creative work is ruBbish
– Unfortunately, most people think theirs is
in the 5% that isn’t

Play to earn

• Another big idea is play-to-earn
– Or “work”, as it’s called elsewhere

• This is not like professional esports
• This is 15 guys in Indonesia playing
for less than minimum wage to mint NFTs
and cryptocoins you’ll buy off them
– that the developer could give you for frEe

• P2E will be dominated by organised
groups (as in Second Life and eve online)
• Paid Play loses its intrinsic value
– Google “overjustification effect”

also

• Some other quick points
• Toxicity is likely to be worse in the
metaverse than in mmos
– Co-ordinated guilds of milLions of jerks

• Client software can render people
differently to how they see themselves
– Everyone’s anime! Everyone’s a cat person!

• Can AI NPCs move between worlds of
their own volition?
– This is a 50-slide talk on its own!
– www.Howtobeagod.com – free book!

gITF

• This is the gitf file format for 3d objects

practicalities

• There are outstanding technical
problems that have yet to be solved
• We’ve had all the functionality the
metaverse needs for many years
– Just not all integrated together

• Even after all this time, though, creating
simple working objects such as
doOrs is not trivial
• There are dozens of interactions between
different data sets
– Sharing those needs standards we don’t have

standards

• Standards are generally a gOod thing,
but they can stifle iNnovation
• Text muds all used to be difFerent until
people created engines
• Then, we got stock mud syndrome
• Similar things are happening with unity
– People write original games that are just
like all the other original games that use
the same tools and assets

• Stock unity syndrome?
• Stock metaverse syndrome?

summary

• All the components of the metaverse
have already been done in mmos
– More work is still needed, though
– Some of this will help mmos

• Not all of these components are popular
among gamers
• However, If the people who like rmt, nfts,
crypto and being jerks migrate to the
metaverse, that would be wonderful!
• Gamers would finally get their games
back!

